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ASA SELECTION  

Fall/Winter novelties 2020 

 

Coppa  

The successful "Coppa" collection from ASA SELECTION combines urban-inspired culture 
of enjoyment with modern style and design expertise. The porcelain service couldn´t be 
more original and authentic. But not only the design principle corresponds to the trend 
towards clarity and minimalism. The composition of the porcelain series with its 
multifunctional parts also fulfils the wishes of a modern household. With the teapot with a 
hand-caressing wooden handle, mugs for tea and more, bowls for muesli or desserts, larger 
bowls for salad, pasta or soups and dessert plates, you are fully equipped for every 
occasion. In addition to the delicate spring colors of Coppa Minto, ASA SELECTION now 
adds two more decors to the successful series: Coppa Sencha for lovers of natural tones 
and Coppa Kuro for minimalists. 

All articles are delivered in attractive gift boxes.  

 

Coppa Sencha: The new decor brings the charm of autumn to the set table. The muted 
color underlines the authenticity of the handcrafted Coppa shapes. This also makes Sencha 
a reference to the Japanese tea of the same name, which is one of the most popular green 
tea varieties with its intense and high-quality taste.  
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Coppa Kuro: In Japanese, Kuro means black. And black gives the Coppa service a design 
elegance of the highest order. The purism of form and color is accentuated by an individual 
speckled effect in the glaze. With the festive matt-gloss shimmer created in this way, Coppa 
Kuro makes a stylish appearance on the modern Christmas table.   

 

Teapot with stainless steel filter and wooden handle ,1 l, 17,5 x 12,6 cm, h 14,5 cm, EUR 
39,90 
Teapot with stainless steel filter and wooden handle 0.6 l, 14.5 x 10.7 cm, h 12 cm, EUR 
34.90 
mug 0,4 l, ø 9,2 cm, h 9,5 cm, EUR 11,50 
set of 2 tea bowls, 0,2 l, ø 7,5 cm, h 7,5 cm, EUR 11,90 
set of 2 tea bowls, 0,15 l, ø 6,5 cm, h 6,7 cm, EUR 9,90 
cereal bowl, ø 13,5 cm, h 6,5 cm, EUR 9,90 
snack bowl, ø 11 cm, h 5,2 cm, EUR 7,50 
dessert plate, ø 21 cm, h 1,5 cm, EUR 11,90 
gourmet plate, ø 22 cm, h 4,5 cm, EUR 16,90 
dinner plate, ø 26,5 cm, h 1,6 cm, EUR 16,90 
salad bowl, ø 27,5 cm, h 7,5 cm, EUR 29,90 
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Candle holder 

 

The new black metal candle holder provides atmospheric illuminations for a Christmas tea-
time with Coppa Kuro. This design all-rounder candle holder is prepared for every candle 
size: from a stick candle to the tea light, every candle is put in the right light. The 
multifunctional candle holder can be individually designed and combined. It is perfectly 
suited as a do-it-yourself Advent wreath for the Advent season.  

Candle holder in a gift box  ø 24,5 cm, h 3,6 cm, EUR 19,90 
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Botella 

 

With pleasantly relaxed re-design, "Botella" vases interpret the classic bottle shape in a 
trendy way. The highlight of this styling results from the interplay of three different surface 
structures and a natural color palette, which was expanded with the trend colors saffron 
and stone for the fall. 

The new items also feature a crackle glaze in the upper area, which combines the trend 
towards craftsmanship with individual design. Made of stoneware, the vases, which are 
available in two sizes, have the trendy materiality.  

vase, diameter 8.5 cm, height 25.3 cm, 19.90 EUR 

vase, diameter 12,2 cm, height 41,5 cm, 39,90 EUR 
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à Table D'Or  

ASA SELECTION makes every set table shine in a glamorous way with three new à Table 
d'Òr plates designed with an artistically developed gold decoration. 

The dessert plates, dinner plates, pasta plates and their reduced decoration are a perfect 
match for the popular coupe shapes of the à Table - Fine Bone China series. A service for a 
time of special moments. The plates in combination with the gold-colored coated etageres, 
which ASA SELECTION offers optionally for dinner and dessert plates, become very special 
centerpieces on every table.   

 

dessert plate, ø 21 cm, EUR 14.90 
dinner plate, ø 26,5 cm, EUR 22,90 
pasta plate, ø 22 cm, EUR 19,90 

 

Gold-coated etagere for dessert plate ø 26,5 cm: Three-tiered, h 36,5 cm EUR 29,90 
Gold-coated etagere for dessert plate ø 26,5 cm: Two-tiered, h 28 cm EUR 24,90 
Gold-coated etagere for dinner plate ø 27 cm: Three-tiered, h 49 cm EUR 36,90 
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Muga Cup Decors Xmas  

 

Sincerely, trendy and personal: The Xmas cups MUGA are gift ideas that inspire everyone. 
Made of pure white porcelain with golden decorations, they have become a cult collector's 
edition, and not only for coffee lovers. For the fall/winter season 2020/2021, the family of 
MUGA Christmas cups is growing with more cheerfully designed members, which are not 
only used during the Christmas season. Motifs inspired from the Nordic winter accompany 
the atmospheric autumn and winter season just as fittingly as they cheerfully celebrate the 
festivities of the year. 

The favorite cups for coffee connoisseurs, design fans, individualists and collectors are 
offered as a perfect gift idea, ready to be gift wrapped. 

 

The MUGA mugs are offered in attractive gift boxes  

0.35 l, ø 9.5 cm, h 8.6 cm 11.90 EUR 
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Kids tableware Bruno 

Bruno the bear and the animals of the forest tell a Christmas story on the Fine Bone China 
children's tableware from ASA SELECTION. "Christmas for Bruno" is the name of the 
tableware set that continues the success story of the ASA children's tableware collection 
launched in 2020. This time again, the focus is on minimalist and at the same time lovingly 
childishly designed décors, which stimulate the imagination of young gourmets. In addition, 
a matching postcard, with which loving Christmas greetings can be sent, ensures this. And 
also with this festive special edition of the children's tableware the fun factor is not 
neglected: On the back of each package you will find a handicraft instruction from Bruno 
and his friends. 

The 5-piece dinnerware set includes a postcard and all the important basics: a dinner plate, 
a multifunctional bowl, a mug and a spoon, all very lovingly decorated.  

A well-saturated, happy bear Bruno is the motif on the placemat that matches the children's 
tableware set. ASA SELECTION also provides for a nice table suitable for children at 
Christmas time with "Christmas for Bruno". 

5-piece children's tableware from Fine Bone China  39,90 EUR 
PVC table set 46x33 cm 6,90 EUR 
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Coppa "Xmas" 

 

With a total of eight new "Xmas" decors, the popular Coppa mugs made of fine bone china 
porcelain ensure cosy and comfortable hours of enjoyment in the darker seasons. In a 
Nordic wintery color mood, snowman, polar bear, walrus and snow hare each give four 
mugs a friendly face. These friendly eyes will be a pleasure to look into even long after 
Christmas time. 

With the traditional Christmas colors red, green and gold, ASA SELECTION accentuates 
four Xmas decors that are also new. A reindeer with the red nose, Santa Claus and a 
dancing snowman will greet us cheerfully, while the snow is trickling softly in the forest. 
Loving gift ideas, which are offered in attractive gift boxes, like all Coppa mugs. 

In accordance with the wishes of Coppa fans, there are drinking spoons available now 
made of stainless steel and a brush, both in the matching length of 19.5 cm.  

  
Mug 9.2 cm, height 9.5 cm, 0.4 liter, EUR 9.90  
Set of 4 stainless steel spoons incl. brush, length 19.5 cm, stainless steel, EUR 9.90 
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Coppa Cats & Dogs 

 

Animal lovers watch out! Now cats and dogs cavort on the Coppa mugs made of Fine Bone 
China porcelain. Four typical scenes from the life of the velvet paws bring animal variety to 
the coffee table of all cat friends. ASA SELECTION also dedicates four décors to dog fans, 
by presenting cute four-legged character types. Every animal lover finds its suitable cup.  

 

Mug with handle 9.2 cm, height 9.5 cm, 0.4 liter, EUR 9.90 
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Kitchen-Gifts 

 

Cooking for yourself is more than ever part of the modern lifestyle. Because your own 
kitchen stands for natural, fresh, healthy, individual nutrition and, in the circle of your loved 
ones, for security. But the real fun of cooking comes only with the right accessories. The 
Kitchen-Gifts from ASA SELECTION fulfill this requirement, are functional, suitable for 
kitchen, cooking and everyday use. Perfect and attractively packaged gift ideas for 
beginners as well as for hobby cooks who appreciate good design.   

 

 
 
 
 
Ask for our download-link: 
 
http://pic.asa-selection.de:80/pincollection.jspx?collectionName=%7Be426d9dc-2ee4-5649-b09c-
8b4f21326243%7D	
 
        

All products are available from well-stocked specialist retailers. 

Visit www.asa‐selection.com for details. 

If you report on products from ASA Selection, we kindly request that you send us a 
specimen copy or notification by e-mail. Thank you.  
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